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Comparative analysis of the relationships between tribes and state, in Jordan and Yemen, illustrate the 
possibility that unity between the traditional cultural systems and institutions of the modern state may 
create an atmosphere conducive to formal market participation.  By examining the relationship between 
Jordan’s East Bank Tribesman and the Jordanian government in comparison to the Yemeni Northern 
Highland Tribesman and the Yemeni Government, social unity is described in terms of modern anomie 
theory.  This unity is then compared to the degree of likely market formality in each state, providing 
insight into the effects of social unity on both nations’ prospects for economic development. 
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Fundamental Causes of Instability within the Modern Nation State 
 

  Many armed conflicts of the modern era, a time characterized by the concept of 

‘Globalization’, appear and disappear from the nightly news rapidly and often are occurring in 

remote regions of the world that even the most adroit engineer or innovative businessperson 

would struggle to find on the map.  These conflicts, although small and apparently local, have 

the potential to create widespread disorder that can grow with time.  Whether street protests 

against a government or policy, or restive provinces which refuse to be governed, a commonality 

can exist in these conflicts.  It is possible that the one thing in common among all politically 

unstable regions of the world is that there is a fundamental disconnection between the people and 

the very concept of a nation state.  However this disconnect is expressed, the identification of 

reasons for disunity between a people and their imposed modern state can lead to a better 

understanding of why instability exists, and assists in mitigating the effects of instability, 

therefore encouraging a new sense of enfranchised unity (Keefer & Loayza, 2008; Passas, 2000). 

 With these aims in mind, a comparative study between two separate nations with cultural 

commonalities but stark differences in social institutions and economic means may provide 

insight into the fundamental causes of disunity.  By comparing the Hashemite Kingdom of 

Jordan’s institutionalized interaction and the integration of Arab tribal societies to Yemen’s 

relationship with its own Arab Bedouin tribes, the causes of disunity between a people and their 

state can be identified and understood in economic terms.  This research will argue the 

possibility that the fundamental cause of internalized informal economies within tribal societies 

in Yemen appears likely to be the lack of integration of long standing traditional cultural systems 

into the apparatus of the state, while Jordan’s relatively stable relationship with their own tribes 

is a result of deliberate integration of traditional cultural systems into modern institutions (Alon, 
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2007; Peterson, 1982).  Through this comparison, disunity between the fundamental cultural 

systems of a region and the social institutions which legitimize the governance of the state will 

be shown to be a possible factor in the integration of populations into the formal economy. 

Establishing Common Ground for Analysis 
 

 This comparative analysis will be conducted through a layered approach, using both 

prominent and emergent theories from the social sciences.  Therefore, to be effective, the terms 

of reference which will be used throughout must be clearly defined.  While single discipline 

analysis of instability can hold to axiomatic turns of phrase, an interdisciplinary approach to 

comparative analysis will depend on reconciling conflicting concepts within the social sciences.  

While this reconciliation of terms will create inherent limitations in the application of diverse 

and at times conflicting social and economic theory, the establishment of a common 

understanding, if not for the specific purpose of this analytic framework, will assist in connecting 

and at times re-connecting theories for the purpose of cohesive application. 

Culture as a Functional System:  The Subtext of “Why” 
 

 For the purpose of analysis, the definition of culture as developed by Kroeber and 

Kluckhohn, is that it is a set of shared attitudes, values, goals and practices among a group, will 

be applied (1952).  This definition will be extended to define a group as the specific tribal 

societies within each state being discussed in this study.  Further, culture will be looked upon as 

a system that exists in practice.  Through examining the practice of culture and the social 

relationships that a culture creates, a focus on the developmental aspects of specific traits can be 

avoided.   
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 Benedict describes culture as a system of symbols that makes the context of social 

interaction understandable to all involved participants (1934).  Through combining these 

definitions, culture throughout this analysis will be considered a set of shared attitudes, values, 

and goals leading to common practices within a tribal grouping in each state which makes the 

behavior of all participants in the group understandable to each other.  This combined definition 

will serve to provide context not only to the behavior of the tribes, but also to their relationship 

to the nation state.  Studies of specific cultures in a holistic sense are expansive and exhaustive, 

so the individual traits of either tribal society that do not explicitly relate to their dealings with 

modern social institutions will be considered outside the scope of this study.  It is through these 

two lenses that this study will examine both the social organization and social structures in 

current practice which influence interaction with modern social institutions. 

Social Institutions and the Modern Nation State: The Reality of Common Fiction 
 

 While the concept of a social institution can extend from the family unit to large 

bureaucracies, this study will view social institutions as they specifically relate to the concept of 

the modern state.  Berger and Luckmann define a social institution as social constructs which are 

viewed by participants as being axiomatic, unalterable, and apart of the common mode of 

operations (1966).  These social constructs act as superstructures within modern society and exist 

within the conditions of the nation state and modern civil society in a manner that has the ability 

to replace or provide an alternative to traditional means.  While social institutions, when defined 

as such, can be in opposition to the cultural systems at play in any given society; more often than 

not they override functional cultural systems with their own functions through the sponsorship of 

the modern construct of state (Gellner, 1995). 
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Anomie:  The Absence of the Norm in the Face of Modernity  
 

 Anomie, a concept used in sociology to explain organized behavior which is deviant from 

social norms, will be used to express the effect of disunity between traditional cultural systems 

and social institutions.  Anomie means the absence of norms, as opposed to anarchy, which 

means the absence of law (Merton, 1967).  Anomie is the state of a social grouping, and Anomia 

is the actual effect of the state of anomie on an individual operating within a social grouping 

(Passas & Agnew, 1997). 

 Again, for the purpose of this analysis, anomie will describe the relationship between two 

social forces; first traditional cultural goals and normative means to attain them and second the 

structure of the state and its legitimized means.  Cultural goals, as dictated by the traditional 

cultural systems being described, encompass the preservation and actuation of the cultural 

definitions of survival and success.  Normative means of goal attainment are dictated by the 

assumed legitimacy of the nation state, through the social norms established by modern 

institutions.  Therefore, the means-ends discrepancy in this analysis can be described as the rift 

between the cultural systems means of surviving and perpetuating itself, and the legitimate 

means to do so as presented by the social institutions of the modern nation state. 

Dual Sector Economies: More than a Question of Legality  
 

 Dual sector economy theory describes the economic systems at work when a nation state 

has two systems of exchange; one to provide for the regional needs and a second to provide for 

exports into the global economy (Boeke, 1953).  These dual sector systems are often described in 

terms of regulation, using the terms formal and informal economies.  Formal economies are 

typified by government regulation and transparency, which facilitates international trade.  
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Formal economic activities often report transactions and utilize modern banking to move capital 

and interlace with foreign financial markets.  Informal economic activity, either legitimated or 

illicit in terms of a particular nation states own laws, often encompasses all exchange activity 

outside of these regulated systems. 

 Throughout this analysis, informal and formal economies will be discussed in terms of 

regulation from state institutions.  While many dual economy theorists view these exchanges in 

terms of legitimacy, the purpose of the distinction will be to express state control, or lack thereof, 

over the social transactions which allow people to survive (Roitman, 2005).  

The Purpose of Comparative Analysis 
 

 Comparative analysis serves to identify the differences between two systems, provided a 

common scope and reference can be established so like phenomena is compared.  The data from 

one system must be related to the data from another.  This type of analysis is fundamental in 

creating analytic frameworks which can be distilled for application in other circumstances.  By 

comparing two systems, validated again through other research, a theory of causation can begin 

to arise.  The understanding of causation transcends the particularism of point analysis and may 

inform the understanding of emergent circumstances and begins first with identifying 

correlations (Firth, 1951).    

Establishing a Framework: Why Examine Jordan and Yemen? 
 

 The intention of this specific analysis is to examine two modern states in a pseudo-

synchronic framework.  This means that Jordan and Yemen will be examined as they are in a 

modern sense.  Although the longstanding traditional cultural systems of tribal societies in both 
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countries will be pivotal in establishing a baseline for comparison, the history, at times 

historiography, of both nations, to include external stresses on their own stability and 

sovereignty, will be excluded in order to focus better on the interaction between specific systems 

and the results of this interaction.  Both Jordan and Yemen are critical countries in the Middle 

East and worthy of scholarly examination, but beyond this these countries share commonalities 

which allow for a more succinct application of numerous related but until now unconnected 

social theories in an attempt to understand why there are differences in the performance of these 

states. 

 

Figure 1 (CIA World Factbook, 2010) 

 Jordan (Figure 1), being a neighboring state to Syria, Iraq, and Israel, is pivotal to 

international interests in future stability in the Levant region of the Middle East.  Yemen (Figure 

1), oft neglected from the international rolls in the absence of stability ranging from civil war to 

terrorism, can be viewed as a consistent local concern of the nations within the Arabian 

Peninsula.  Although these international interests and parochial concerns will not be factored into 

the analysis, these concerns warrant an attempt to understand specific but important internal 

dynamics through re-examination of fundamental internal relationships.  Too often the 

legitimacy of post-colonial governments are taken for granted.  Assumed legitimacy in the 
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absence of disinterested analysis of internal issues can lead to policy mishap or continued bias 

towards the political presentation of legitimacy or authority.  

 Additionally, the commonalities found in the cultural systems of the tribal societies 

within both regions, that will be further explored and identified, coupled with the near opposite 

approach taken by each state’s institutions in incorporating traditional cultural systems presents a 

ripe opportunity for valid comparison.  There is little hope to understand the relationship 

between tradition and modernity in comparing an Eastern European state to an African state, or a 

Middle Eastern state to a Central Asian state when there is no foundational commonality.  In 

comparing like societies, a foundation can be effectively built for further analysis. 

Significance of Layered Analysis in the Modern World 
 

 A layered approach to comparative analysis which builds on comparisons between two 

specific data sets, in this case Jordan and Yemen is useful in developing a relationship between 

two systems which may at one stage be alike, and at another is divergent.  After one comparison 

using one theoretical framework is completed a subsequent comparison can be properly informed 

by this previous work.  Additionally, comparison using different sets of theories, at one stage of 

comparison anthropological and at the next sociological, uses the layered analysis effect to 

inform proper context to evidence and conclusions.  The application of a layered approach to the 

analysis of social systems or the relationship between these systems allows for a bottom up 

approach to understanding the reasons for behavior and trends in a society.  This grassroots 

approach to analysis creates a pyramid effect when other refined and contextualized layers of 

analysis are placed upon it. 
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Rationalizing Interdisciplinary Analysis in the Face of Complexity 
 

An interdisciplinary approach will be used to evaluate this problem because the 

combination of social sciences and their theories applied in a layered analysis will create a 

holistic view of the dynamics which create either unity or disunity in both Jordan and Yemen.  

While any one of the social sciences could produce a more in-depth and widespread analysis 

with a focus on the particular ethos of each, alone these lines of analysis are less complete then 

specific combined analysis which combines anthropology, sociology, and economics working in 

concert. 

This interdisciplinary approach to comparative analysis is in fact a long standing 

hallmark of the concentration guiding this work, Social Anthropology.  Firth states that Social 

Anthropology as a subfield should focus on comparative studies of social interactions in order to 

discover the main patterns of human behavior.  These studies should not only take observations 

into account, but also attempt to understand meaning and relationships between social 

phenomenon (Firth, 1951, pp. 1-31). 

The field of anthropology will be used to evaluate and understand the traditional cultural 

systems within each country.  The foundations for both Yemeni and Jordanian society are rooted 

solidly in antiquity.  While fascinating in its own right, the development of the cultures that these 

storied histories create are not entirely germane to modern interactions between traditional 

structures and the social institutions of state.  Therefore, the foundation of this study will be a 

structural-functional interpretation of the cultural practices of the tribal systems in both states to 

identify the degree of similarity between the two cultural systems.  Structural-functional 

assessment is a technique which describes the practice of a culture independent of the cultural 
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traits evolved over time and is a cornerstone, although aging, methodology of the field of Social 

Anthropology.  This said, the field of anthropology cannot accurately describe the modern 

functions of state or properly assess external factors which affect cultural systems, so other 

disciplines must be applied to continue the comparison. 

Sociology will be used to evaluate the social institutions of each country using structural 

theory.  The social institutions which are connecting the tribal societies to the national 

government will be examined and described using structural sociological methods.  Religious 

institutions, government institutions, and security institutions will be explored to identify not 

only similarities but differences in how these structures interact with the tribes.  While structural 

sociology is adept at evaluating modern social institutions to include political enterprises and 

civil society in urban areas, it does not properly account for pre-cursor systems or fully 

understand the real impact of disunity.  This shortfall can be rectified through anthropological 

and economic analysis. 

The final evaluation of this study will be an examination of the informal economic factors 

which sustain both the traditional cultural systems and probably perpetuate disunity between 

peoples and the concept of state.  Modern theories in economics must be applied to both informal 

and formal markets in the regions being evaluated to understand not only how the markets 

operate, but also some reasons why they exist.  Two economic systems, better described as 

traditional means of economic benefit and regulated means of economic benefit, have a tendency 

to interact with each other on many levels creating a dialectic commercial-informal complex 

between societies and participants.  In simpler terms, informal and formal markets begin to work 

together creating their own dialectic system between means of wealth accumulation which, in 

normal circumstances, have opposing goals.  Economics, even economic anthropology, is just a 
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snapshot of how societies sustain themselves and reach equilibrium in their sustained existence.  

The context provided by anthropology and sociology will allow for better understanding and 

insight into what these economic factors actually mean.  While this interdisciplinary approach 

will limit the depth of analysis, it will also combine the exploration of different aspects of a 

singular dynamic, being the social unity between tribes and state, which provides insight beyond 

any single discipline examining these societies in Jordan and Yemen alone. 

Culture as a Structural Functional System 
 

 The function of a cultural system is meant to manage the necessary conditions of 

existence within a society (Radcliffe-Brown, 1952).  Radcliffe-Brown, a founder of the Social 

Anthropology school of theoretical thought, states that cultural systems are formed to perform a 

function within a society, to meet the needs of the participants in a manner which integrates with 

existing beliefs and practices through means which are understandable and relatable.  This 

conception of the ‘function of culture’ leads to an examination of the ‘practice of culture’, and at 

times hinges on an analogous description of a complete cultural system as an organic entity, 

describing the separate functions of cultural traits in the context of the practice of a culture as a 

whole. The common expression of these analogies is that a culture as a whole is a body, and each 

functional practice a separate organ working with the others.     

 It is through this continuity of function that the structures it creates, the cultural systems 

themselves, are preserved.  Partial cultural activities, preserved through time because of 

continuous application, contribute to the totality of a cultural system and begin to define the total 

social life of the individual participant.  This functional unity becomes the sense of what reality 

is to adherents of the cultural system and in turn become the lens through which the world is 
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viewed (Radcliffe-Brown, 1952).  While there are recognized problems with the functional 

hypothesis described by Radcliffe-Brown, this understanding of a ‘culture in practice’, of why 

certain practices not only remain but remain more organic to specific societies, is useful in 

explaining the eventual disunity between the social institutions of modern states and the cultural 

system itself. This is because the practices of the cultural system are more natural and accessible 

to the members of the society.  Conversely, social institutions which interlace or integrate 

existing cultural practices and norms can be more successful in unifying societies with a 

traditional cultural system to the apparatus of a modern state, thus decreasing the perception of 

disunity between the two. 

Tribal Societies in the Middle East 
 

 The tribal people of both Yemen and Jordan follow a pattern of social life which has been 

analyzed through two lenses by anthropologists.  The first theoretical lens, used to describe 

Middle Eastern tribal dynamics, is Evans-Prichard’s segmentary lineage theory, or lineage theory 

for short.  The broad idea of this theoretical lens is that solidarity is found in forming social 

groups which combine or conflict in predictable ways within a cultural system to maintain a 

general balance of power (1969).  While this basic groundwork for lineage theory is based on the 

tribes of Southern Sudan, it has been widely applied to Bedouin Tribal cultural systems. 

 Gellner expands on Evans-Pritchard’s approach in attempting to understand the tribal 

cultural system as a traditional political system.  Gellner describes the tribal cultural system as 

having eight specific and enduring properties which can be used to characterize social behavior 

among groups.  First, he adheres to Evans-Prichard’s segmentary lineage model of social 

organization, but views its development in Arab tribes as means of ensuring both a joint effort 
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towards common goals and a shared risk in violent conflict.  Second, Gellner describes the elite 

hierarchy of Arab tribes as holding weak and quasi-elected leadership roles.  The political elite 

within tribal cultural systems in the Middle East are best described as conditional, requiring the 

support of the many (Gellner, 1995). 

 Gellner continues to identify key characteristics of the tribes, specifically where the tribes 

interact with the state.  The internal symbiotic relationship between agricultural and pastoral 

populations within the tribes, overlapping sense of cultural identity with religious identity, 

dependence on external trade and pilgrimage routes, external ideological input which does not 

alter the cultural system, a form of ‘social drama’ in traditional tribal politics which manifests in 

political gamesmanship between elite, and lastly, the mercenary option which would allow for 

shifts in external allegiance or alliance in order to ensure the survival of the group (Gellner, 

1995, pp. 180-186; Turner, 1957).   

 In contrast to the popular application of lineage theory in understanding Middle East 

tribal cultural systems, Dresch presents an argument for shifting focus from ‘lineage’ to the 

actual ‘segmentation’ of peoples.  While lineage theory focuses on the relationship between 

social masses, groups of people, segmentation theory focuses on the system of interaction 

between even individual actors within a cultural system.  This system of interaction is informed 

by the physical space of the interaction in the context of the complete cultural system.  Dresch 

uses a combination approach of Evans-Pritchard’s original segmentary lineage theory with a 

holistic view of Middle Eastern cultural systems not intended to recant Gellner’s approach, but to 

understand a wider array of cultural interactions (Dresch, 1985). 
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Jordan’s Tribal Society 
 

 Jordan’s traditional tribal society, characterized best as “East Bank” Jordanians, or 

“Trans-Jordanians” in the modern lexicon to create a distinction between the tribes and 

Palestinian refugees from Israel, have a deep rooted Bedouin cultural system.  Alon describes the 

tribes as being both a traditional combination of pastoralists and settled agrarian’s with a strong 

sense of Arab identity rooted in their cultural system (Alon, 2007, pp. 19-21).  This identity has 

been re-enforced, if not reified, due to the role of the tribes in the formation of Jordan as a nation 

state. 

 Through this re-enforcement of existing cultural systems, Alon describes the tribesmen in 

Jordan as resistant to the centralized power of state in an attempt to preserve their own 

autonomous traditional means of collective bargaining and conflict resolution internal to the 

tribes themselves.  One example is the conflict between the Bani Hamida tribe and Bani Hasan 

tribe, both semi-settled East Bank agrarian tribes.  These tribes came into conflict over scarce 

water resources and bad climactic conditions.  The traditional and informal tribal laws were used 

between the two groups to not only prevent violent conflict, but also to portion and distribute 

assistance from the central government (Alon, 2007, pp. 110-112). 

 Layne contends that there is in fact no truly organic model for a Jordanian tribe, and that 

the tribal societies present within Jordan are simply an extension of the greater Bedouin tribal 

system and culture contained within the Levant and Arabian Peninsula.  This is to say that the 

artificial creation of national borders within the Middle East cross-cuts cohesive tribal cultural 

systems which extend into both Syria to the North and Iraq to the East.  The concept of a 

“Jordanian” tribe is a myth, despite the isolated adaptation of tribal culture contained within 
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Jordan as an evolving nation state (Layne, 1989, pp. 24-25).   Layne also argues that the Bedouin 

tribal cultural system is in fact preserved to a higher degree by the modern nation state instead of 

diffused because of the state’s reinforcement of the tribal identity.  Simply, because the state 

itself depends on the tribal systems for authority, the tribal system’s authority and primacy is 

maintained in a dialogic fashion.  Gellner addresses this best in stating, “..they talk segmentation 

but fail to practice it; they act patronage” (1973, p. 6). 

Yemen’s Tribal Society 
 

 In discussing the idea of a tribal identity in Yemen, Dresch frames his conception of the 

Tribes through what he calls the “Language of Honor” as a means of understanding the culture as 

an organic whole.  This use of popular code is a paradigm for understanding not only how the 

tribesman view the world through the lens of culture, but how the solidarity of this common 

understanding affects the structure and function of tribal society through holistic segmentation 

(Dresch, 1989).   

 Dresch describes the tribes of the Northern Yemeni highlands as still culturally vigorous 

in an area where the influence of the Yemeni central government is not felt by the population.  

The tribes in the northern highlands refer to themselves as being ‘Hamdan’ collectively.  The 

name Hamdan is after the ancestral founder of the Yemeni tribes in the Pre-Islamic era.  While 

this fictive bond exists, in practice, there are two separate and competing tribal confederations, or 

loose tribal alliances, in the northern highlands: the Hashid and Bakil (Dresch, 1984, p. 33).  

 While it is true that fictive genealogy defines the means of segmentation within Yemeni 

tribal culture, it also establishes the relationship between the two large confederations which 

each contain tribes and houses of their own.  The sense of common descent from Hamdan 
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institutes a sense of ‘Brother’ between the two oft competing confederations.  Continuity and 

conflict occur using Dresch’s language of honor through which the sense of common ancestry, 

manifest in a wholly segmented form of social organization with the intent to maintain the 

balance of power through traditional cultural means (Dresch, 1984, pp. 35-36). 

 While the tribes of Jordan can be referred to as semi-settled, the tribes in the northern 

highlands of Yemen are best described as semi-nomadic.  Their sense of tribe as a form of group 

identity and kinship tie, both real and fictive, includes the land which is occupied by the tribe.  

The continuity of the Yemeni segmentary cultural system over time coupled with its relative 

isolation from the central government of Yemen create a stable and functional means of social 

organization able to adjudicate conflict through its own traditional means (Swagman, 1988).  

Jordanian Social Institutions 
 

 The creation of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan from the territory of Transjordania 

stems from the establishment of the dynastic rule of Hashemite kings.  This rule is cemented in 

the 1917 Arab Revolt against Ottoman rule and subsequent 1921 revolt against British 

occupation.  In both revolts, the Hashemite leaders depended heavily on the Arab tribes, 

particularly the Ruwala confederation and Bani Shakir confederations of the East bank and 

Aqaba region (Salibi, 1993, pp. 40-41). 

 This dependence on the tribes for legitimacy in areas outside of the urban strongholds 

recently taken from colonial powers provided and early guarantee of not only authority and 

patronage to the tribal leaders and their tribesman, but also legitimized the early state.  The 

founding mythology of the nation state of Jordan depends heavily on the Bedouin cultural system 
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for legitimacy to this day.  Elite Jordanian military and security units, assigned to protect the 

monarchy, still dress in traditional Bedouin garb as a symbol of the role of the tribe in Modern 

Jordan (Alon, 2007). 

 According to Robinson, the Hashemite kings creation of a ruling parliament, elected and 

independent of the Monarch and his cabinet, is a step towards what he calls a ‘Defensive 

Democracy’.  This form of democracy, set about in 1989 due to the collapse of international 

rents and austerity measure proscribed by the international monetary fund, created a forum for 

representative governance in Jordan.   However, in an attempt to both continue non-financial 

patronage to the East Bank tribes and also ensure the loyalty of the newly democratized 

government system, the voting structure was eventually modified to favor tribal candidates 

(Robinson, 1998).  This created what Silibi describes as the “Tribal Parliament” (1993, p. 267). 

 Additionally, the evolution of an educated urban civil society and following education 

reforms serve to further re-enforce the role of the tribe in Jordanian society while also providing 

a degree of patronage between state and tribe.  Civil societies in Jordan were originally created 

from the better educated and urban Palestinian-Jordanian population.  While these original 

professional organizations and social institutions focused on civil reforms and education, the 

following subsidies became a system of secondary patronage for the tribes themselves.  This 

system of patronage integrated the otherwise rural tribal population into the urban and educated 

elite (Wiktorowicz, 2000). 

Yemeni Social Institutions 
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Political institutions in Yemen have had a troubled history.   Originally the far reach of 

the Ottoman Empire, Yemen has had many difficulties in adorning the institutions of a modern 

state. Peterson describes the early institutional development of Post-Ottoman Yemen as 

disjointed in its implementation (Peterson, 1982).  Following the collapse of the Ottoman 

Empire, Yemen, as a historic region, became two nation-states, the Yemeni Arab Republic and 

the Democratic People’s Republic of Yemen. 

 The Yemeni Arab Republic was initially a hybrid of a traditional “imamate,” adherent to 

Zaydi sect of Shia Islamic law, and a republic.  Although espousing specific Islamic principles, 

the practice and formation of the early Yemeni government mimicked the European model of 

institutions and became a government of ministries and ministers.  This quasi-theological 

ministerial structure quickly turned into a Zaydi political dynasty, creating a class of urban elite 

in Sa’na which became increasingly isolated from the rural tribes (Peterson, 1982, p. 49). 

 Concurrently, Egyptian influence on the development and training of the security forces 

within the Yemeni Arab Republic produced an army loyal to the regime and not the ‘informal’ 

cultural systems.  Early rulers became frustrated with their dependence on the tribes for military 

strength and actively attempted to create a regular army with one of their missions being the 

quelling of tribal uprisings.  Although attempts to train tribesman to act as provisional militias 

were undertaken, the tribesmen did not trust the offers of the central government and declined 

(Peterson, 1982, pp. 52-53). 

Modern Anomie Theory and Cultural Disunity 
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Merton, in his essay “Social Structure and Anomie” (1957) discusses the concept of 

anomie in terms of disjunction between a cultural system and regulatory norms of social 

institutions (pp. 132-133).  Merton views the relationship between cultural systems and the 

institutionalized norms of the modern state as a dialectic process, in which “cultural goals and 

institutionalized norms operate jointly to shape prevailing practices and … bear a constant 

relation to one another (p. 133).”  With this understanding of the dialectic process between social 

institutions and cultural systems, the goals of a cultural system can be viewed as permanent in 

the aspirations of persons proscribing to the culture (Merton, 1967).  Conversely, the means 

provided or denied by modern social institutions can be seen as flexible; a part of a hierarchy of 

values that may not supersede tradition.   

While earlier anomie theory was rooted solidly in western ideas and measured against the 

deviance of social behavior, Passas reframes the measure of anomie with the ascertain that not 

only is culture not a monolithic entity, but that cultures create social systems which either work 

in compliment or substitute legitimate means of goal attainment (Passas & Agnew, 1997, pp. 62-

63).  With this in mind, Passass and Agnew’s conception of anomie deals with  

“..the patterned outcomes of discrepancies between culturally promoted goals and 

socially structured access to opportunities for attaining them, and a disjunction within 

culture … between these goals and the cultural norms regulating the ways of attaining 

them. (Passas & Agnew, The Future of Anomie Theory, 1997, p. 64).“ 

While this analysis is effective in describing the small scale deviance within defined 

societies, it does fail to recognize that in some circumstances, particularly in the post-colonial 

world, the culture of a society does not have a shared history or any direct continuity with the 
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development of the idea of state.  Therefore, Passas and Agnew’s definition could be modified in 

these circumstance to express that anomie is in fact disjunction between cultural systems and 

modern institutions.  Additionally, while these concepts are designed to understand and explain 

deviant behavior in strong state societies, the disunity between a cultural system and a post-

colonial state is in fact a clash between two separate social structures.   

The Effects of Anomie on the Market System 
 

 Passass continues to argue that globalization, in fact, contributes to the processes leading 

to global anomie and economic misconduct.  While this representation of the effects on anomie 

on society focuses on the spread of transnational crime, the economic effects of anomie are 

described as a contributor in either preventing market formalization, or diminishing the 

regulatory authority of the formal market (Passas, 2000).  These economic effects are caused by 

asymmetries, or disunities, between unequal actors or systems with distinctive social functions 

(pp. 18-19).  Fundamentally, regardless of the goals of the modern state in regards to regulation 

and reform, without proper integration of cultural systems, these means-ends discrepancies 

create a blockage of legitimate opportunities. 

 Passass also discusses the effects of change in the relationship between modern social 

institutions and their population.  An example that is reflective of the relationship between state 

and tribe presents the issue of subsidies.  Social welfare programs in Middle Eastern countries 

are far less a social safety net than a form of patronage to traditional cultural systems.  Passass 

discusses how the collapse of subsidies as a result of reform or state policy exacerbates rifts 

between cultural systems and social institutions because of a change in the relationship between 

the two.  This can in fact increase the degree of disunity and anomie in the traditional system and 
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have a negative effect on the formality of local markets and rate of illicit activity (Passas, 2000, 

pp. 22-23). 

Discourse between Formal and Informal Systems 
 

 Roitman’s understanding of the informal economy takes a different path.  In fact, 

Roitman’s assessment of informal economic practices in developing countries rejects the very 

descriptor of informality because such economic endeavors “require and establish highly 

organized modalities for finance and labor recruitment and are based on distinct hierarchies and 

authority relations (2005, pp. 18-20).”  In Roitman’s view of the dual sector economy, there are 

only official and un-official economic practices and the concept of informality is overused as a 

catch all category for all economic practices which do not neatly coincide with the modern 

global economy.   

This distinction is important for two reasons.  First, the informal sector of the economy is 

pivotal in a developing nation’s strategy for wealth accumulation among its widely unregulated 

population.  This is because state regulation is difficult in western style post-colonial 

governments which were not initially designed to interlace with the population at large.  Second, 

these economic practices are in fact not on the fringes of the economy as in western states where 

the informal economy is relegated to ghettos or criminal enterprise.  These unregulated, informal 

practices which include the entirety of unregulated economic life encompass the majority of the 

population’s means of survival and social interactions (Roitman, 2005, pp. 18-24). 

Roitman identifies that since these unregulated economic practices create a majority of 

wealth accumulation and expenditure in developing countries, there is a natural discourse 
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between the state and the social groupings formed through informal economic practices.  The 

state, in fact, participates and supports the informal economy as well as regulates the minority 

formal, regulated economy.  Although commonly manifest as bribes or corruption, this dialectic 

process allows the state to attach itself to informal markets as a form of rent-seeking behavior.  

Counter-factually, unregulated markets have the ability to not undermine but maintain the 

viability of the state through rational necessity (Roitman, 2005, pp. 20-23).  

Description and Comparison of Jordan and Yemen’s Tribal Cultural Systems 
 

 To better understand the relationship between the two cultural systems of the tribes in 

Jordan and Yemen, each must be described and understood in terms of their traditional social 

organization.  Through comparing the two cultural systems, baseline commonalities are exposed 

which can therefore mitigate the particulars of history and geography in comparing the 

relationship between the cultural system and the social institutions of government.  If two 

significantly similar ways of life exist outside these particulars, then a comparison of interaction 

between state and tribe will expose the differences in integration into the modern world via the 

state. 

The Trans-Jordanian Bedouin: East Bank Tribes 
 

 The origins of the Arab Bedouin cultural system in modern Jordan are linked to the 

greater Arab culture through migration from the Arabian Peninsula towards the Mediterranean 

and the Red Sea in the first century (Salibi, 1993, pp. 12-14).  This migration was predicated by 

trade routes and semi-settlement.  Despite frequent conquest, the Bedouin remained distinct from 

the urbanizing population due to the role of the tribes in facilitating trade across the deserts.  This 
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separation from the urban centers preserved the adherence to the Bedouin cultural system.  

Throughout history, tribal society along the Jordan River remained organized through real and 

mythical kinship lines which follow both classic segmentary lineage theory describing a nomadic 

culture and over time, segmentation theory which links practice to the realities of the 

environment as the tribes settle (Alon, 2007, pp. 2-3; Dresch, 1985; Evans-Pritchard, 1969). 

 Mythical kinship lines within the tribes of Jordan are patrilineal, traced through the 

heritage of each child’s father.  Cross-cousin marriage, or marriage between cousins once 

removed on the patrilineal line, are common.  The purpose of these cross-cousin marriages is 

two-fold.  The first function of this practice is to preserve the ownership of wealth within the 

family.  The second function is the insurance of mutual protection amongst kin-groups who 

would view the children of relatives as potential mates for their own offspring (Gellner, 1973).   

 The hands-off approach to governance of the tribes during the pre-modern world led to 

the further development of a larger fictive kinship and alliance system outside the control of 

central governance.  These cultural systems formed a bottom up system of self-identification that 

allowed for alliances to form at the level required dependant on the scale of the conflict.  This 

means that families within the same clan resolved disputes through the head of each family.  

However, if a family were to enter into a dispute with a clan or other grouping of families, then 

the family could depend on their own clan, formed through marriage alliances, to arbitrate the 

dispute with the least amount of social and material cost (Alon, 2007; Dresch, 1985). 

 The cultural system, viewed through a functional analysis of a segmented social 

formation, performs the same functions of governance into the modern era, in that the cultural 

elite still maintain authority.  These methods of adjudicating conflict and preserving the wealth 
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of families survive beyond the need for desert expertise and into the modern settled world within 

Jordan.  History expanded the identities of the clans to form tribes who now have real or fictive 

prime ancestors.  These tribes themselves form confederations to face the external threat of other 

tribal alliances with interests outside of their own.  The growth of the cultural system performed 

the function of governance in the absence of central organizations along the Jordan River.  The 

importance of the tribal identity was further cemented into the cultural system by the conquest of 

Islam, predicated by tribesman with similar, if not identical tribal cultural systems (Suleiman, 

1982).   

 These cemented tribal systems of organization and their accompanying cultural systems 

remained a significant force capable of both demanding and achieving relative autonomy from 

central governance provided it was exercised within their own internal affairs (Alon, 2007).  This 

was maintained and capitalized upon through modern history because the series of tribal 

loyalties, the inherent organization based on kinship loyalties, and knowledge of the area 

provided the tribes with a military advantage not only over the ruling regime but against the 

enemies of the state.  The tribes themselves, through patronage and the dispersal of influence 

from the top of confederations down to the individual households of the clans, displayed shifting 

loyalties, often at odds with neighboring confederations or tribes (Salibi, 1993). 

 This segmentation system is naturally predisposed to the creation of cultural elite.  These 

cultural elite take the form of sheiks, or leaders of clans and tribes within the hierarchy.  Unlike 

many elite in governing institutions, Sheik status is gained through the bottom up leadership of 

each unit of organization in the tribal hierarchy.  The head of the most influential household in 

the clan is by default the sheik of the clan.  The sheik of the most influential clan is the sheik of 

the tribe.  The sheiks, although held in esteem and in possession of authority by way of 
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consensual participation in the cultural system, are in fact stewards of the influence and wealth of 

their tribes, clans, and households respectively.  While the status of sheik may appear to be 

hereditary with a patrilineal descent, this perception is the byproduct of the maintenance of 

influence and wealth of each household, clan, and tribe.  Sheikly families tend to remain wealthy 

over-time and provide continuity to elite status derived from the cultural system (Gellner, 1995). 

Tribes of the Yemeni Highlands 
 

 Although much tribal history does not begin until the 16th century, the region of Yemen 

and its indigenous people play an important role in Islamic History.  The Yemeni of ancient Saba 

appear in both the Christian Bible and the Quran and despite their geographic separation from 

the Arabian Peninsula proper, the Yemeni Bedouin tribes share a significant connection to the 

greater Arab culture.  Like the Jordanian tribal cultural system, the Yemeni Highland tribes are 

structured in a segmented manner with a patrilineal lineage.  These kinship structures, much like 

Jordan’s, maintain their integrity through cross-cousin marriage and alliance building.  Over 

time, these kinship structures also established themselves into a segmented hierarchy (Dresch, 

1989).   

 Like the Jordanian tribes, the Yemeni highland tribal cultural system is fundamentally a 

survival strategy in which households, clans, and tribes alike can face external threat with 

commensurate scale.  Although semi-settled, meaning that the tribes themselves have long 

maintained permanent settlement in the mountains of northern Yemen, the highland tribesman 

profit by traversing the mountains and maintaining trade routes across the Arabian Peninsula. 

Like Jordan, after the collapse of the Caliphates in the Arabian Peninsula, Yemeni tribes fell 

under the patronage of the Ottoman Empire.  During this era, the tribes also became dependant 
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on the patronage of the central governing force, the representatives of the Ottomans (Dresch, 

1989).   

 The Yemeni tribal society and social organization also developed its own elite hierarchy 

stemming from the common root of Bedouin Culture.  These elites, also a Sheikly class, are 

derived in a similar fashion to the Jordanian tribes if not all Bedouin cultures in so far as 

authority is derived through demonstrated wealth and influence.  The head of the most powerful 

household leads the clan, and the head of the most powerful clan leads the tribe.  Unique to the 

Yemeni elite hierarchy are defined tribal confederations with their own system of fictive kinship.  

The two major tribal confederations within the Yemeni Highland tribes, the Hashid 

confederation and Bakil confederation, suppose decent from common ancestry to the two sons of 

Hamdan, the historical apical ancestor of the tribes in the region.  This extended degree of fictive 

kinship, beyond that found in other Arab Bedouin societies, gives more authority to the leaders 

of tribal confederations than elsewhere.  Conversely, the idea of common decent creates a 

brotherly relationship between the two confederations in which conflict over resources is 

calculated and adjudicated between confederations in a collegial manner.  The other 

confederation is an extension of fictive kinship, and not a threat external to social organization 

(Dresch, 1989; Swagman, 1988). 

 Like the Jordanian tribes, Islam is also integral to the Yemeni cultural system.  Also like 

the Jordanian tribes, the integration of a world religion did not affect their cultural system 

because Yemeni tribal culture is connected to the greater Arab culture which was the 

fountainhead of the Muslim faith.  Islam, and it’s foundational ‘Arabness’ fits into Beduoin 

culture.  However, unlike the East Bank tribes of Jordan, the Yemeni highland tribes are 

adherents to a form of Shia Islam with which comes an alternate and culturally meaningful elite 
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hierarchy.  The Shia sect of Islam contains an alternative elite hierarchy from the cultural system, 

in which descendents or claimant descendants from Muhammad’s bloodline are revered and 

religious clerics and scholars have authority over social life.  The Yemeni sub-sect of Shia Islam, 

the Zaydi sect is however separate from the mainstream elite hierarchy of mainstream Shia Islam 

due to early isolation following the collapse of the Caliphates in the Middle East (Dresch, 1989, 

pp. 198-204). 

Comparison of Cultural Systems between the Tribal Societies of Jordan and Yemen 
 

 Separate descriptions of the Jordanian and Yemeni tribal societies can allow for a 

comparison between the two using three key categories.  First, origins of the cultural system will 

be compared in order to establish the Bedouin cultural commonalities between the two tribal 

societies.  Second, the social organization of the tribal societies will be compared to discover 

similarities and differences in both why and how the tribal societies function.  Lastly, the 

systems of elite hierarchy will be discussed to understand better the similarities and differences 

in the expression and execution of cultural authority in each tribal society. 

 Both the Jordanian and Yemeni tribal societies on the East-Bank of the Jordan River and 

in the Northern Highlands, respectively, are linked to the pre-Islamic Bedouin culture of the 

Arabian Peninsula.  While the Jordanian tribes were able to maintain autonomy from both 

empire and central government in return for their functional role in facilitating long distance 

trade across deserts, the Yemeni tribesman were able to maintain autonomy through settlement in 

a mountainous and inhospitable regions of ancient Yemen.  Both consistently applied the 

Bedouin cultural systems which facilitate both survival and trade in a pastoral environment thus 
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making the continuity of these cultural practices formative for the practice of culture in modern 

times. 

 The social organization of the Jordanian tribes and the Yemeni tribes closely match at the 

lower echelons of tribal society but differ greatly at the upper echelons.  While each tribal 

society’s foundation is the household, followed by the clan, then the tribes, the alliance of tribes 

and systems of confederation between tribes themselves differ in each region.  Thus, a Jordanian 

tribal society is most loyal to the tribe itself, whereas the Yemeni tribesman extends conceptual 

fictive kinship to the level of either the Hashid or Bakil confederation and even claims common 

ancestry between the two.  This difference changes how each society deals with external 

influence and internal conflict because of different understandings of relationships between 

tribes and alliances on a large scale.   

The East-Bank tribes of Jordan view kinship amongst the tribe as most important, and are 

prone towards communal sentiment intended to maximize influence and resources on behalf of 

the tribe.  The Yemeni insistence of extended fictive kinship to the level of tribal confederations 

and even the recognition of an apical, or prime ancestral, relationship to their neighboring 

confederation, allows for patronage to be distributed more evenly and alliances in the face of 

external threat to be formed and actuated more readily.   

The system, function, and source of authority of the cultural elite in both tribal systems 

are similar.  Sheiks are determined and given authority over the participants of the cultural 

system in the same fashion; through demonstrated influence and material wealth.  The function 

of the Sheikly class in both tribal societies is also similar in that they are the arbiters of disputes 

and responsible for guaranteeing fair distribution of resources gained through patronage or 
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successful resolution of conflicts with external forces.  These functions of the Sheikly class are 

similar in both Yemen and Jordan despite the differences in settlement patterns. 

The relationship between the tribal society and religion is comparatively different 

between the East Bank tribes of Jordan and the Yemeni Zaydi highland tribes.  While the 

Jordanian tribesman are predominantly adherents to the Sunni sect of Islam and the Muslim faith 

is fully integrated into the cultural system since its adoption, there is not a separate elite 

hierarchy associated with religion nor is it the source of patronage or conflict.  Converse to this, 

the integration of the Shia sect of Islam’s system of clerical jurisprudence has established an 

alternate hierarchy within the Yemeni tribes which acts as an alternative avenue of interaction 

and conflict resolution with external forces.  It would be wrong to assume that the Immamate 

hierarchy associated with the Zaydi sub-sect of Shia Islam is at conflict with either the cultural 

elite of the tribe or the tribal cultural system.  Also, like the East bank tribes of Jordan, this 

specific sect of the Muslim faith has also fully integrated itself into the cultural system and 

merely presents alternative avenues of resolution or influence. 

The comparison of the tribal cultural systems of the East bank Jordanian tribes and the 

tribes of the Yemeni highlands reveals that while there are particular differences between the 

structures of the cultural system, there is very little difference in its origin or function.  The 

social organization and function of cultural elite in both tribal societies is to obtain and disperse 

patronage and distribute influence.  This authority is derived by consensus from those underneath 

the Sheikly class in both tribal systems.  Despite the additional religious elite hierarchy present in 

Yemen because of the unique Zaydi Islam influence, the structure and function of this elite 

hierarchy is comparatively system. 
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Description and Comparison of Jordan and Yemen’s Key Social Institutions 
 

 Next, social institutions of the modern nation state which interact with the tribal societies 

as either guarantor or opponent will be examined and compared between Jordan and Yemen.  

The focus of this comparison will be on how the institutions of governance, security apparatus, 

and religious organizations, interact with tribal societies.  While an in depth look at all social 

institutions associated with the modern states of Yemen and Jordan would be more inclusive and 

assist in deriving detailed analysis concerning the relationship between tribes and state, the 

needed data would require extensive field research and a book unto itself.  However, a cursory 

look at the three general institutions presented already expose ongoing rifts between the state and 

the tribes which warrant further exploration. 

Governance and the Tribal Society	

 The “Tribal Parliament” of Jordan 
 

 The government of Jordan, meaning the social institutions of governance for the nation 

state of Jordan to include the monarchy, national, and local governments has depended on the 

tribal societies of the East Bank from its inception to the present for not only a degree of national 

identity in the post-colonial world but also for continued political and security support.  For the 

government of Jordan, the tribes are the foundation of the apparatus of state to have the ability to 

govern (Alon, 2007).  It is through the Jordanian, more specifically Hashemite, ability to not 

only appease the tribal elite but also incorporate tribal society into institutions of state and civil 

society that have allowed for successful political reforms in Jordan in recent history 

(Wiktorowicz, 2000). 
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 The direct relationship between the Monarchy and the East Bank tribes in Jordan is most 

pronounced when examining the national parliament and accompanying electoral policies and 

practices. First, primacy to tribesman is given; even over the urbanized citizens of Jordan in the 

creation of voting districts and the ratio of representation to guarantee that each tribe will have at 

least one Member of Parliament seated.  Additionally, the expectation of tribal loyalty in voting 

practices has been used by the monarchy to shoulder out opposition parties, such as the Islamic 

Action Front, or marginal populations, specifically Palestinian refugees.  By first setting 

standards of citizenship that favored the East Bank Tribesman over the Palestinian dual citizens 

drawing voting districts specifically to accommodate the tribal population, and then limiting each 

citizen to a single vote.  The monarchy managed to not only ensure that each tribe would 

essentially be allowed to choose at least one national representative to act as a fount of patronage 

to their kin,  but also prevented ideologically based Islamist parties from maintaining a 

significant presence in parliament (Robinson, 1998). 

 Whether through active manipulation by the central government or willful acceptance of 

a clear advantage, the adherents to the tribal cultural system present in Jordan take a considerable 

stake in the governance of the country.  This practice directly connects the tribal elite to 

decision-making and by derivation their own constituency via patronage from the nation state.  

The government benefits from this because they can be assured the loyalty of tribal 

representatives in parliament when enacting policies that may be unpopular to either Islamist or 

purely civil candidates.  While a form of vote manipulation, this practice in fact unifies the 

cultural system of the tribe to institutions of governance because these institutions can be 

accessed and interacted with through the tribe itself by means of appointment from the tribal 

elite. 
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 The Highland Tribes of Yemen and the Urbanized Government 
 

 The root cause of disunity between the tribes of Yemen and the social institutions of the 

nation state lie in the very development of Yemen as a modern state.  The fierce infighting and 

foreign assistance from Egypt in Northern Yemen created a political-military elite amongst one 

of the two major tribal confederations: the Bani Hashid.  Although kinship ties were used in by 

these Egyptian-supported political-military elite, or new urban elite to rally tribes in favor of the 

Republican forces allied with the Egyptian military, these elite soon became separated from the 

tribal society and integrated into a new, post Imamate government of secular institutions 

developed with foreign assistance (Kostiner, 1996, pp. 85-90). 

 The initial favoritism to the Bani Hashid confederation of the northern tribes led to a 

momentary increase in patronage to the tribes underneath it.  However, the new national identity 

and liberal cause of the Egyptian supported Republicans also created an atmosphere of 

modernity which was critical of the traditional cultural systems which organized tribal society.  

With the national identity among the new political elite came new priorities, and the tribal way 

of life became viewed as backward, and barbarous (Dresch, 1989, pp. 238-240).  

 Early attempts to regulate and control the northern highlands of Yemen through the 

development of government institutions took the form of taxes and rudimentary communications 

infrastructure.  These taxes were purely secular in nature, but were collected using the existing 

Zakat, or Muslim obligation of charity (Peterson, 1982, p. 54).    Additionally, the formation and 

staffing of the early ministries, modeled after the post-colonial government of Egypt, overlapped 

with previous Ottoman municipal divisions within Yemen.  This official districting created 

numerous government positions from the provinces to city councils that were in turn staffed by 
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political elite close to the Imamate itself (Peterson, 1982, pp. 55-56).  These artificial partitions 

are in fact a relic of foreign Ottoman governance and hold no demographic or geographic 

rational. 

 The combination of early post-Ottoman favoritism in government creation with the 

“urbanization” of the bureaucratic class served to separate the ethos and eidos of the institutions 

of governance from their tribal roots.  Through this separation, the benefactors of tribal support, 

the early Zaydi governments, became the patrons of the tribes.  The rift created through the 

urbanization of elite and reversal of the relationship of patronage between the government itself 

and the traditional tribal cultural system serves to re-enforce two divergent systems.  This 

phenomenon creates an attitude of superiority among participants in the modern government 

institutions.  Simultaneously, participants in the traditional tribal systems view the government as 

illegitimate when compared to their own more responsive traditional tribal means of social 

control. 

Comparison between the Tribal Elitism of Jordan and the Urban Chauvinism of Yemen  
 

 Both Jordan and Yemen formed systems of modern government on the back of tribal 

support.  Both countries shook themselves free of foreign control through the assertion of their 

traditional tribal identities.  Additionally, both used the tribal elite hierarchy to create nascent 

institutions of governance.  Despite the parallels in the early formation of government 

institutions, complete with foreign guidance from Great Britain and Egypt respectively, Jordan 

and Yemen pursued different paths of maintaining these institutions and creating their own 

modes of governance over time. 
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 While Jordan continues to use the support of the tribal elite and provides patronage to the 

traditional tribal system, the cosmopolitan desire to modernize the institutions of governance in 

Yemen is an attempt to rid itself of its tribal roots.  This difference in attitude leads to differences 

in practice.  It is in the practice of governance between two conflicting attitudes, the lionization 

of the tribal culture in Jordan and the barbarization of the tribal culture in Yemen, that a 

difference in the perception of the state is created.  While the tribesman of Jordan’s East Bank 

view the government as an extension of its own heritage and culture and therefore 

enthusiastically engage and participate in governance, the tribes of the Yemen Northern 

Highlands view the government as an external aggressor, illegitimate in the face of their own 

cultural system. 

Security Forces and Tribal Society	

 The Tribal Praetorian of Jordan  
 

 The origins of tribal involvement with the formal armed forces of Jordan begin with the 

inception of Jordan as a modern state.  The tribes were pivotal in not only fighting back the 

Ottoman Empire with the assistance of the British, but also provided the initial support to the 

Hashemite king.  Following this, the tribes were integrated into formal and reserve military 

formations.  The most conspicuous of this is the quwwat al-badiyah, the Desert Patrol (Salibi, 

1993, pp. 114-116).  While this force as a formal military unit was developed in the 1930s with 

the assistance and training of a British officer, the Desert Patrol is the military capitalization of 

the traditional cultural practice of raids and desert defense, a hallmark of the Bedouin people.  

The initial recruits of the Desert Patrol were in fact tribal raiders, so much so that raiding activity 

all but ceased following the inception of the Desert Patrol as an official military arm of the newly 

installed monarchy (Alon, 2007, pp. 97-98). 
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 The Desert Patrol exists today as a security force in the Jordanian Deserts, primarily the 

East Bank region, and most noticeably as an honor guard for the Monarchy itself.  The tribesmen 

of the Desert Patrol wear traditional dress and serve as the ceremonial face of the Jordanian 

military at official functions and in the palaces of the monarchy (Layne, 1989).  Additionally, 

positions within the Jordanian military and intelligence services are in part offered as patronage 

to the tribal elite to be distributed to clans within their own tribes as a mechanism of influence 

(Robinson, 1998).  This system of patronage allows for another avenue of advancement and 

economic security to the East Bank tribes. 

 While the continued fostering of the tribes as a military force loyal to the existing regime 

is not a new phenomenon in the Middle East, the degree to which Jordan, a truly artificial 

construct of a modern nation state in that it has no ancient predecessor, has adeptly used the 

traditions and culture of the Bedouin to create a national identity is unique.  The Jordanian 

military retains a strong Bedouin eidos which is perpetuated by the placement of participants in 

the traditional cultural system in its officer corps as selectees by the tribal elite.  Additionally, 

this Bedouin identity becomes a part of the defining ideal within the security forces.  Although 

the merger of the Bedouin ideal into the national identity serves primarily to marginalize the 

widely Palestinian urban population (Layne, 1989), the participants in the tribal cultural system, 

the East Bank Bedouin, are effectively incorporated into the artificial concept of Jordan and the 

common threat to a fragile regime’s stability, their own military, becomes in this case an ardent 

supporter of the monarchy. 
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 Yemeni Security Forces 
 

 Through a number of struggles, to include civil wars and a re-unification war, the Yemeni 

security forces has transitioned between being an informal force depending on tribal support to a 

professional army loyal to the state.  Along the way, the conscious effort to formalize the 

Yemeni armed forces became associated with the concept of leaving behind dependence on the 

tribes of the Northern Highlands.  In the mid-1930s, the Imam Yahya became frustrated with 

being dependant in totality on support of the tribes in the defense of Yemeni sovereign territory.  

The tribal levies formed in defense against Saudi incursions were crippled by individual truces 

made with enemy forces in the absence of a central authority (Peterson, 1982, p. 53).   

 Following the early model for the development of a professional force, trainers from 

across the middle east were used to create a professional military which was loyal and responsive 

to the central authority of the state; not traditional elite.  While modernization efforts did include 

outreach to specific tribal elite and welcomed tribesman into their ranks, the recruitment and 

development of the Yemeni Army was rife with nepotism, with preference given to the tribes 

proven to be most loyal to the Imamate.  This expression of patronage in exchange for loyalty 

would be short lived in the development of the Yemeni Army.  Egyptian influence, particularly 

from the Free Officer’s secular movement, not only separated the Yemeni Army officers from 

their tribal identities, but also effectively urbanized the security forces (Peterson, 1982, pp. 53-

55,120). 

 Despite these trends, offers to train tribal militias were made by the central government.  

The offer requested that tribes send men of fighting age into the cities to receive extended 

training from the regular army in order to act as a reserve force.  These offers were widely 
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rebuked because of widespread mistrust.  The Northern tribes, particularly from the Bakil 

confederation, viewed this as an attempt to take hostages and gain leverage over the tribal elite 

(Peterson, 1982, p. 54). 

 In the 1960s, following a nationalist overthrow of the Imamate, the tribal sheiks took the 

opportunity to enfranchise themselves into the common defense with the creation of the “Council 

of Sheiks”.  This council, however, did not re-incorporate the tribes themselves as a reserve force 

but created measures to ensure the right to prevent ‘foreign’ intervention by military force.  

While intended to preserve the rights of the tribes to act independently, these measures 

essentially halted tribal contribution to future internal and external conflicts (Dresch, 1989, pp. 

249-250). 

 Modern security forces within Yemen answer to the central government and are widely 

drawn from the urban population.  While they may have familial ties to the tribes, they cannot be 

considered full participants in the traditional cultural systems of the tribes.  This dynamic creates 

a schism between the tribes and the modern state.  The central authorities of the professional 

security forces are simultaneously distrustful of the tribes and dependant on the tribes to regulate 

and defend their traditional lands.  The tribes view the presence of security forces in their lands 

as an invasion, where as the urbanized and professional military is an external threat. While 

cooperation between tribal and military forces is possible if not prudent in the northern 

highlands, the developmental schism between the two does not effectively integrate the tribal 

society’s sense of security with the interests of the modern state of Yemen. 
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 Jordanian Integration versus Yemeni Exclusion 
 

 While the course of both Jordan and Yemen’s historical development has driven the 

relationship between each states security forces and their own tribal societies, the methods in 

which they utilized the traditional cultural systems of their tribes differs greatly.  Both modern 

states in their early development, depended on the tribes as a military force, using tribal levees to 

repel attacks or defend territory.  While Jordan has embraced this role of the tribe to the extent 

that it is an integral part of the country’s own national identity, the Yemeni approach is 

characterized by an attempt to divest themselves from their own need of the tribes. 

 Much like Yemen’s attempts to modernize its mode of governance by divesting 

themselves of the ‘barbarous’ tribes, Yemen also made policy decisions to decrease their own 

dependence on the tribal militias without developing an adequate mechanism to continue 

incorporating the tribesman.  Conversely, Jordan has a professional military that is supported by 

the tribal society, composed of tribesman and loyal to the central government.  While the 

Jordanian military is not a tribal force, it effectively incorporated the tribal eidos and is an 

acceptable instrument of legitimate state power in the eyes of the East Bank Tribes. 

Religious Institutions and Tribal Societies in Jordan and Yemen 

 Jordanian Tribes as a Counter-Weight to Islamists 
 

 As stated earlier, the Jordanian East Bank tribesmen are used by the Jordanian 

government to counterweight political opponents.  This relationship also has a religious dynamic, 

in the sense that the main opponent to the Jordanian monarchy’s political agenda are political 

islamists associated with the Egyptian based Ihkwan al-Muslamin, the Muslim Brotherhood.  

This brand of political Islam has interlaced itself into Jordanian politics through its demographics 
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(Robinson, 1998).  Whereas the tribesmen are a part of the Jordanian national identity, the 

widely urban Palestinian population of Jordan is considered a threat to Jordanian nationalism 

because of the adjacent conflict in Israel. 

 This demographic split, related to the place of the tribes in Jordanian politics, plays itself 

out in associations with the Islamist Muslim Brotherhood.  Muslim Brotherhood associated 

charity groups and civil institutions, ranging from religious education, mosque sponsorship, and 

charity, have been unable to gain inroads into tribal society because of the patronage and relative 

influence afforded to the tribes by the central authority, the monarchy (Alon, 2007).  Although 

Islam as a religion is an integral part of tribal identity, institutionalized Islam is not (Layne, 

1989).  While the policies and stated agenda, even the charitable work of the Islamist non-

government activity is attractive to individual tribesman so much that voting policy was changed 

by the government to restrict a single vote intended to harness tribal loyalties, these religious 

institutions are not integral to the traditional cultural system or the tribal elite. 

 The Muslim Brotherhood ideology is based on a brand of purist, or Salafi Sunni, political 

Islam.  The East Bank tribes of Jordan are in fact adherents of the Sunni faith.  Political Salafi 

ideology is, however, unattractive to the participants in the tribal cultural system because it 

reduces ability of the tribe and the tribal elite to balance the distribution of patronage and 

influence received from the relatively more powerful benefactor in the modern nation state of 

Jordan.  Institutionalized Islam, in the form of social movements and political activism, is a trend 

that gains advantage in Arab societies that do not benefit from the cultural practices of the tribe 

and contrary to the purist, fundamental ideology of Salifism, are more popular in the seemingly 

‘tribeless’ urban populations. 
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 The Northern Highlands and Religious Institutions 
 

 A stark difference between the tribal societies of the Yemeni Northern Highlands and the 

Jordanian East Bank Tribes is religious ideology.  The Northern Yemeni tribes are Zaydi Shia, 

an isolated off-shoot of Shia Islam born of the schism in Islam during the Umayyid Caliphate.  

Shia Islam is naturally theocratic, in that the religious institutions associated with it adhere to a 

concept of veyalat al-fiqh, or supreme religious jurisprudence.  While this concept is 

troublesome amongst mainstream Shia populations throughout the Muslim world because it 

challenges the authority of the modern nation state, the Zaydi sect of Shia Islam is not strongly 

connected to the mainstream Shia community (Swagman, 1988). 

 Zaydi religious institutions manifested themselves in Yemen’s early development, in the 

creation of an Imamate.  This Imamate itself held to Shia practice in that it was a governmental 

structure, created by members of the Hashid confederation of the Northern Highlands which had 

a Marja’iah, or supreme council, and Say’ids, or religious authorities.  The Imamate, however, 

was viewed by the Zaydi practicing Northern tribes particularly the more populace Bakil 

confederations, which are ‘brother’ to the Hashid, as a simple monarchy more than a religious 

authority (Peterson, 1982, pp. 47-51).  The collapse of the Imamate, in favor of a secular 

government during the 1968 revolution divided the tribes themselves, loosely along the lines of 

the two confederations, between ‘Royalists’ and ‘Republicans.’  The Hashid confederation, 

although not in totality, supported the existing Imamate because of patronage from their 

urbanized tribesman, and the Bakil confederation supported the secular Republicans associated 

with foreign influence from Saudi Arabia and Egypt (Kostiner, 1996, pp. 40-41). 
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 This demonstrates the opinion held towards institutional religion amongst the tribesmen.  

Although the Imamate was aligned with the religious beliefs of the tribesmen, the perception of 

its central authority to the participants within the tribal culture was that the Imamate was simply 

a patron or an external threat, respectively.   

Comparison of the Impact of Institutional Islam between Jordan and Yemen 
 

 Both tribal societies appear to have limited their relationship with modern religious 

institutions.  Whereas the Jordanian East Bank tribes have chosen to adhere to the desires of their 

strongest patron, the monarchy, the tribes of the Yemeni Northern Highlands view institutions, 

which were an extension of their own Zaydi religion, as an external authority.  While Islam as a 

religion is deeply integrated into both traditional cultural systems, modern religious institutions, 

either as attempts at theocratic realization or political Islam, do not fulfill a significant need to 

the participants within the cultural system. 

 Neither the tribesman nor the tribal elite in both societies have a demonstrated need for 

support from religious institutions.  The ideologies of veyalat al-fiqh or political Salafism appear, 

at least on the surface, to contradict the practice of tribal culture.  In this respect any service, 

mode of organization, or patronage gained through a more developed relationship with 

institutionalized religion is inferior to either traditional cultural means of internal support through 

kinship or superior patronage from other non-religious institutions. 

Disunity and Anomie between Two Systems 
 

 As stated earlier by Passas and Agnew (1997), cultures create patterns of goal attainment 

through established cultural norms.  The structure of the modern state has its own goals which 
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are attained through the function of social institutions.  Additionally, although a culture in itself 

is not a monolithic concept and has many permutations from the norm, the traditional cultural 

system is closer to the individual participant’s sense of identity than any nationalist identity.  

Therefore, the cultural goals and the normative means to attain them are more prevalent to the 

participants of a traditional cultural system.  Additionally, cultural goals and the legitimated 

means to attain them are more prevalent to individuals participating in other social systems, for 

example participants in the social institutions of a modern state or the more cosmopolitan urban 

populations. 

 With this in mind, the definition of legitimate means and illegitimate means becomes 

relative to the perception of the society in question.  To a participant in the traditional cultural 

system, legitimate means of goal attainment is defined by the normative group (Passas & Agnew, 

1997, p. 67) which is the tribe (Figure 2).  Conversely, to participants in another system, for 

example urbanized populations or members of civil society, cultural goals are legitimated 

through the normative groups of the modern state or a specific referent or referent group, for 

example political elite or the military. 

 

Figure 2 
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 These linear estimates of goal attainment through legitimate means are normalized when 

the means of goal attainment being proscribed are legitimated by the group most relevant to the 

participant.  In these ends-means estimations, participants choosing illegitimate means of goal 

attainment can be considered deviant to a specific society.  What happens when participants in a 

traditional cultural system are proscribed means of legitimate goal attainment according to a 

social system within which they do not participate?  With this estimate, the degree of anomie, or 

disjunction between cultural goals and the legitimate means of attaining said goals, is relative to 

the integration of the traditional cultural system into the social institution of the outside social 

structure, in this case the modern state. 

 Using this relationship, the means of goal attainment can no longer be deemed legitimate 

or illegitimate because the population being described does not necessarily recognize or 

participate in the systems of the state.  A tribesman adhering to cultural systems achieves goals 

through cultural norms, and therefore is not deviating from their perception of legitimacy in their 

own society.  An entire tribal society adhering to a cultural system can achieve goals through the 

same normative actions.  It would be incorrect to describe an entire tribe as “deviant” because 

those actions are not legitimated by the modern state.  In a case such as this, it would be the 

individual tribesman who leaves his tribal holdings to urbanize and participate in the state who is 

the deviant. 

 Instead, by using the lens of anomie theory in comparing the relationship between two 

separate systems, tribal society and the modern state, the unity or disunity between the systems 

becomes important.  With this in mind, the degree of social anomie between the tribal society 

and social institutions of the modern state for both Jordan and Yemen will be examined in order 

to understand the degree of integration, or unity, which exists between them.   
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Assessment of Anomie in Jordan 
 

 The East Bank tribes of Jordan enjoy a high degree of integration into the modern state of 

Jordan.  This is the result of deliberate attempts to utilize the tribes themselves to legitimate the 

ruling regime, the Hashemite Monarchy.  The social institutions of governance have integrated 

the tribal cultural system to the advantage of both the tribes and the state.  To the tribal elite, this 

provides another mechanism of patronage used to gain or maintain influence over their 

component tribes.  To the ruling regime, integration of the tribes provides a pliable and 

predictable political process.  Jordan’s deliberate attempt to bring tribal representatives into 

parliament and allow for the representation of the traditional cultural system within the modern 

state mitigates the artificiality of the nation in the eyes of the tribesman and provides legitimate 

means of goal attainment both within the cultural norms and coinciding with cultural goals 

(Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3 

 Also, the lionization of the tribal culture in Jordan’s own military ethos, coupled with the 

historical but deliberate inclusion of both tribesman and tribal forces into security forces, 

legitimates the nation state.  Through the actions taken to incorporate tribal culture into the 

security apparatus of state, careers in the national military become legitimate means of goal 
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attainment outside of the cultural norms of the tribe but again means of achieving cultural goals.  

The security apparatus of the modern state also becomes legitimated to the tribesmen and can 

exercise authority without resistance because the officers and soldiers of these security forces are 

also participants in the tribal system. 

 The East Bank tribes are relatively distanced from religious institutions within Jordan for 

two major reasons.  First, the government of Jordan, which is often at odds with the Islamist 

religious organizations, provides more patronage and influence to the tribes than the religious 

organizations can offer.  Second, the auxiliary social functions of religious institutions in Jordan, 

in acting as a social safety net, simply replicate the function of kinship within the tribe and are 

not needed by the participants in the traditional cultural systems.   

 While examining only three social institutions associated with the modern state, it 

appears as if there is a positive degree of unity and integration of tribal society in the systems of 

state within Jordan.  From this, it is likely that this relationship allows for unity in goal 

attainment through means legitimated by the state.  Recalling that cultural goals within the tribe 

are achieved through cultural norms, as the tribe is the normative group, unity between tribal 

cultural norms and the social institutions of state creates means of goal attainment which are also 

legitimated by the state.  From this, it is likely that the goals of the tribesman can be achieved 

through modern legitimate means. 

Assessment of Anomie in Yemen 
 

 The tribes of the Northern Yemeni Highlands are separated from the modern nation state 

by a relatively high degree of disunity.  Although difficult to describe widespread disunity using 

the relationship between tribal society and only three social institutions of state, doing so exposes 
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a trend of deliberate separation between the state and the traditional cultural systems.  The urban 

focus of the governance of Yemen appears to actively attempt to separate itself from its 

barbarous past and at the same time the tribesmen of the Northern Highlands view the 

government itself as an external threat.  While a relationship between the two separated systems 

of governance, traditional and modern, exists at times, this relationship must be constantly 

negotiated to be successful. From this, cultural goal attainment amongst the Yemeni tribesman is 

likely based solely on cultural norms of behavior and not only does not seek government 

legitimacy so much as it views government regulation as a nuisance. 

 A rift also exists in the relationship between the tribes and security forces of Yemen.  

Although Yemen’s early governments depended in entirety on tribal levies to defend the central 

government, moves towards modernization, which actively attempted to ensure strict loyalty of 

the military and security forces to the government, coupled with the tribes own insistence on 

providing for their own defense in later governments, creates an atmosphere of mistrust between 

the regular military and the tribesman.  This relationship creates the perception that the regular 

forces of Yemen are outsiders to tribal lands, and therefore are considered a threat.  Because of 

this relationship, the security forces of Yemen are not effective in legitimating government 

regulation in tribal areas, and cultural norms of goal attainment proceed at the hindrance of the 

security forces.    

 Much like Jordan’s East Bank tribes, the tribes of the Northern Highlands appear to 

internalize their religion and do not integrate or participate in modern religious institutions.  

Although past attempts have been made to create a state which adhered to the Zaydi Shia sect of 

Islam, this was viewed firstly as a central authority and not an extension of the common faith of 

the tribes.  The tribes of the northern highlands appear to not be integrated with formal religious 
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institutions associated with the state or the greater Muslim world because it is likely that their 

externality or ideology conflict with the traditional cultural systems cultural norms for goal 

achievement.  

 

Figure 4 

 Again, while looking at only three social institutions associated with the modern state, 

even this small sample appears to display a trend in the relationship between the tribal society 

and the modern state of Yemen.  It is, therefore, likely that a high degree of disunity exists 

between the two separate and separated entities, and that cultural goals of the tribe are achieved 

primarily through cultural norms (Figure 4).  Actions of the tribesmen do not seek out legitimacy 

from regulation by the modern state. 

Comparing Relative Unity in Jordan and Yemen 
 

 While the scope of this research allows for the analysis of key relationships between the 

tribal societies and the social institutions of state, this limited analysis is revealing and appears to 

identify trends in the relationships.  Jordan appears to deliberately incorporate tribal society well, 

treating the traditional cultural system as not only a legitimate means of goal attainment and 

absorbing elements of tribal culture into the institutions of state.  This effectively allows for 
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cultural norms to be legitimized in the attainment of goals.  When the relationship between the 

tribal society and these key social institutions is compared to Yemen, a difference is evident. 

 Yemen and Jordan differ in their approach to the tribal societies contained within their 

borders.  Rationale notwithstanding, Yemen appears to have approached the tribal societies as 

either a dangerous free-willed threat or barbarous nuisance throughout its development as a 

modern state.  The disunity between the tribal society and the modern state has become stunted, 

and goal achievement among participants in the traditional cultural system is likely to be purely 

normative to the tribe. 

 The relationship between the tribal societies in both nations and their own religious 

institutions is surprisingly similar.  While religious institutions associated with the modern state, 

as either an arm of state authority or supplicant to social needs, exist in both countries, no clear 

evidence of tribal integration or active participation presents itself.  It is possible that the tribal 

cultural system, already imbued with a strong Islamic tone, does not require or desire outside 

augmentation to the practice of religion.  It is also likely that the social benefits of religious 

organizations are not as needed amongst the strong kinship ties of the tribes.  This similar 

response to external religious institutions from the tribes in both countries, begs further research. 

 

Figure 5 

 Although the scope of this analysis precludes a complete assessment across the gambit of 

social institutions which exist inside the modern state, the trends identified through a preliminary 

analysis expose high likelihoods that the integration of the tribal cultural system into social 
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institutions can affect the perceived legitimacy of the state in the eyes of the tribesmen.  Through 

incorporation, the East Bank Tribes of Jordan not only view the central authority of the 

Hashemite monarchy as legitimate, but also view means of goal attainment proscribed by social 

institutions as legitimate.  Conversely, the degree of disunity which likely exists between the 

Northern Highland tribes of Yemen and the Yemen has the opposite effect (Figure 5).  The lack 

of incorporation of the traditional cultural system in Yemeni social institutions creates an 

atmosphere in which the tribesmen achieve their cultural goals through the normative means 

proscribed by their cultural system which delegitimizes the central authority of the government 

and alienates the tribesmen from the legitimate means proscribed by social institutions. 

Formal and Informal Economics in Relation to Anomie 
 

 The effects of disunity on the relationship between a society and its means of goal 

attainment mirrors modern views of market structures comprised of both informal and formal 

practices.  Simply, means of goal attainment rests on a spectrum of legitimacy.  Market formality 

similarly rests on a spectrum of regulation.  The concept of regulation, however, can be 

deceiving.  Modern research into the relationship between formal and informal markets reveals 

that there is constant interaction between the two structures.  The real distinction of market trade 

within formal and informal structures is the foundation of value in the exchange.  Is value 

defined by the state, in the case of monetary exchange, or in the comparative value of a 

commodity, as in the case of barter (Hart, 1986, p. 651)?  In many places, both systems exist and 

the valuation of a transaction is typically a mixture of both standards, a point on a spectrum 

between the two oppositional perceptions of secured trade. 
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 This relationship between the formal and informal market correlates with the previously 

discussed means of goal attainment associated with anomie theory.   In the application of modern 

anomie theory to both cultural systems and modern societies, the relationship between legitimate 

means and illegitimate means was explored, where as the state derives legitimate means from the 

regulation of social institutions, and the tribe defines legitimate means through cultural 

normatively.  This relationship can also be related to Hart’s description of value defined by 

market foundation.  The means of economic goal attainment, defined by cultural normativity, 

derive value from commodity, and the modern state’s societies legitimate means derive value 

from the security of state currency.  On the smallest scale, to a participant in the tribal cultural 

system, the value of money is relative to the exchange of goods and services, whereas to an 

urbanized participant in modern society, the value of money is derived from the legitimacy of its 

state backing (Hart, 1986).  Although a convenient explanation of two ends of a spectrum, these 

two views towards market activity likely do not describe the aggregate views of social groupings 

(Roitman, 2005). 

 In reality, there is an interaction between both modes of exchange.  A discourse between 

both ends of the market spectrum, in which the informal market uses state backed currency to 

arbitrate transactions, and the regulated markets use commodities originating in or connected to 

the informal market to create profit.  Both views towards wealth creation work in tandem 

(Roitman, 2005).  With this in mind, the indicator of market formality within a society is the 

degree to which the society values the commodity versus the currency in the determination of 

economic benefit, or in the case of modern anomie theory, determination of success in the 

attainment of economic goals. 
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 The separate views towards the attainment of economic goals and the value of currency 

point towards a pluralization of economic authority.  Two systems of regulation exist in the case 

of the relationship between tribes and state.  The traditional cultural systems, overseen by the 

consensual elite in the form of the tribal sheik, maintains regulation of market practice and 

individual trade through webs of kinship based checks and balances that have evolved and 

adjusted over time to fit the needs of participants (Gellner, 1973).  Simultaneously, the post 

colonial nation states and their cosmopolitan societies adhere to the regulatory authority of the 

state through a common belief in its own sovereignty (Roitman, 2005).  Thus, two separate forms 

of regulation, two separate forms of legitmation, exist in tandem when nation states encompass 

traditional cultural systems which continue to function.        

 

Disunity and the Market System 
 

 The degree of unity and disunity between a modern state and traditional cultural systems 

contained within its geopolitical boundaries can be expressed along a spectrum (Figure 5).  

Similar to this, the degree of market formality or informality can also be expressed along a 

spectrum (Figure 6), with the understanding that the balance of the market systems likely act in 

tandem with a pluralized regulatory system.  While traditional cultural systems legitimate means 

to an end through cultural normativity, and the state defines legitimate means to an end through 

institutional regulation. These two strikingly similar expressions of state legitimacy in relation to 

the population may have a direct relationship.  This similarity lends towards a possibility that the 

degree of unity between state and tribe has a direct effect on the formality of the state’s market 
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system.  Conversely, the degree of disunity between state and tribe may have a direct effect on 

the specific tribe’s participation or dependence on informal market systems. 

Figure 6 

 This relationship is, however, difficult to explore because evidence regarding informal 

market systems is inaccessible through any means other than direct or even participant 

observation.  The very nature of informal market systems puts them outside the macro-economic 

statistics of any modern state and many estimates are speculative.  Market formality, and the 

capital growth of a modern state can however be compared.  This comparison does not prove a 

direct correlation between the degree of unity to the degree of market formality, but can illustrate 

a distinct difference if compared to similar tribe-state relationships.   

Comparing the Formal Markets of Yemen and Jordan 
 

 A simple macro-economic comparison between the Jordan and Yemen will be conducted 

to examine the differences in formal market performance as expressed through reported Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP) and Gross National Income (GNI) per capita (The World Bank, 2010).  

These are two basic factors which only superficially display market formality, but, in the case of 

Jordan and Yemen, also illustrate a stark difference in functionality and participation in the 

global economy.  Although significant assumptions must be made to analyze the meaning of 

these two factors in the context of both social unity and market formality, this basic side by side 

comparison further raises the possibility that the relationship between the tribes and state is a 

factor, albeit a single factor, in a state’s ability to develop. 
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 Before analyzing data, it must first be assumed that profit and wealth creation stemming 

from informal market practices is only marginally accounted for in the calculation of a state’s 

GDP and GNI per capita.  Although proceeds from informal markets and the previously 

discussed natural discourse between formal and informal markets do have an effect on the formal 

market structure and do find its way into regulated market structures, these proceeds will be 

assumed to be marginal (Bonine, 1997, pp. 10-11).  Additionally, the GNI per capita is an 

aggregate of the entire population of both states being compared.  It must further be assumed that 

the calculated and accounted for per capita income of the rural population, to include the 

strongest adherents to traditional cultural systems, is lower than the average because of a lower 

dependence on consumption of formal market goods to maintain quality of life.  Lateral to this 

assumption, participants in informal market structures meet needs through informal transactions 

which are not a part of nation-wide macro-economic statistics (Roitman, 2005, pp. 14-16). 

 In addition to these assumptions, differences in the foundation of the national economies 

of both Yemen and Jordan must be addressed.  While Yemen has significant oil export in its 

national economy, Jordan does not.  However, Jordan has a significant Phosphate export sector 

in its national economy which is comparable in contribution to GDP.  Although the source of 

many external variables, it will be assumed that there is a rough equivalency of export 

commodities driving the national economy of each country.  Also, the population size of each 

country is drastically different; Jordan’s population of 5.9 million is a fraction of Yemen’s 

population of 22.9 million (UNDP, 2009).  Despite this difference in population, Jordan has a 

GDP of $21.2 billion USD and Yemen a GDP of $26.2 billion USD (The World Bank, 2009a; 

The World Bank, 2009b).  The similar GDP of both countries, when compared to the size of both 

countries, illustrates the relative difference in the size of each countries formal market (Table 1). 
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The actual price purchasing parity (PPP), or actual commercial value of wealth in the 

local market in terms of local commercial prices, is available for Jordan and Yemen.  Jordan’s 

own PPP in terms of its own GNI per capita raises the purchasing power of the aggregate 

Jordanian by nearly 53%, meaning that while the aggregate Jordanian has an income of $3,470 

USD, their purchasing power in local markets is equivalent to $5,300 (Economy Watch, 2009; 

The World Bank, 2009a).  Yemen’s PPP in terms of its own GNI per capita raises the purchasing 

power of the average Yemeni by an estimated 160%, allowing Yemen’s GNI per capita of $960 

to purchase an estimated $2,500 USD of goods on the local commercial market (Economy 

Watch, 2005; The World Bank, 2009b).  The local purchasing power of both countries will be 

used for comparison vice the real GNI per capita, as it better represents formal market activity. 

Table 1 

 

These side by side comparisons illustrate the relative difference in market formality in 

Jordan and Yemen.  Although many factors create conditions in which formal commercial 

markets thrive, the difference in market formality between both countries is evident.  This 
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evidence, although influenced by numerous externalities, indicates that Jordan has a substantially 

larger formal market economy than Yemen.  

Analysis of Relationship between Unity and Degree of Market Formality 
 

 Returning to the earlier assessment of social unity in both Jordan and Yemen, integration 

of the traditional cultural systems into the society of the modern state creates unity in means to 

which goals are achieved.  This unification incorporates cultural norms into the legitimized 

means of goal attainment within the context of the modern state.  A high degree of unity between 

the cultural norms of the East Bank tribes and the social institutions of the Hashemite Kingdom 

of Jordan is evident through examining the integration of the tribe into the systems of 

governance, security forces, and religious institutions.  Conversely, a degree of disunity between 

the Northern Highland Tribes and the modern state of Yemen is evident through an examination 

of the same institutions and their practices.  Given that the traditional cultural systems of both the 

Jordanian East Bank tribes and the Yemeni Northern Highland tribes are similar enough for 

comparison, the structure of social institutions of the modern state in both countries affect the 

degree of social unity. 

 

Figure 7 
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 When this assessment is placed astride the concepts of formal and informal markets, in 

which the formal market is valued through the perceived legitimacy of the state in which it 

exists, we can find a correlation between the degree of unity in the state and formal market 

participation (Figure 7).  Official macro-economic data for both countries, when adjusted for 

comparison between Jordan and Yemen, suggests that the Jordanian population on average has a 

higher degree of participation in formal market activity than the average population of Yemen.  

Although macro-economic representation of market formality is relatively transparent and 

accessible, no causative relationship can be proved without further in-depth research into the 

actual dynamics of each country’s informal markets (Legatum Prosperity Index, 2009).  A 

further reason for pause in asserting a direct relationship between social unity and formal market 

participation is the highly particular nature of the informal markets.  Each tribal system very 

likely has its own distinct informal market system which is integrated but particular from any 

country-wide informal market networks. 

 The comparison of social unity between the two states, when coupled with the 

comparison of the formal market in each state does show that Jordan has a higher degree of unity 

between tribe and state, in which the state itself is legitimized in the views of the tribes, than 

Yemen while Jordan also has a higher GNI per capita with or without PPP adjustment than 

Yemen.  This correlation between unity and market formality suggests that an inverse 

relationship may also exist, in that a high degree of social disunity between tribe and state in 

Yemen may correlate to a higher dependence on informal market systems.  The whole of these 

two probabilities, that unity promotes participation in formal market systems and disunity effects 

the perpetuation or evolution of informal market systems, is likely just one factor in any post-

colonial nation’s prospects for full entrance into the global economy.  However, since the effects 
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of social unity likely also contribute to other instabilities, further research would prove fruitful in 

better understanding this correlative relationship. 

Conclusion and Limitations 
 

 The examination of post-colonial states which contain deeply rooted cultures can often 

become an exercise in questioning why a society cannot accept modernity.  Although 

questioning why the governments of modern states with colonial pasts have difficulty developing 

and entering the global economy is necessary as modern technology and telecommunications 

diffuse throughout the world, it is important to conduct analysis from the bottom up as well.  It is 

critical to understand the relationship that the traditional cultures have with the artificiality of the 

state because the millennia old cultural system has more perceived permanency than less than 

century old systems of governance structured as mimics of western systems.   

 Through the examination of Jordan and Yemen, two starkly different approaches to the 

integration of Bedouin Arab tribal systems are evident.  The cultural systems of the East Bank 

Jordanian tribes and the Yemeni Northern highland tribes are comparable and rooted in the same 

ancient Arab social systems which pre-date Islam as a religion (Gellner, 1973).  Using the 

cultural system vice the nation state as the foundation of comparison can identify successful and 

unsuccessful methods of integrating the culture into a modern society by merging positive 

normative behaviors into legitimate state structures.  This method of incorporation, evident in 

Jordan’s direct attempts to build the tribal traditions into an evolving national identity likely 

encourages participation in the modern state.  From this participation, the state can become 

legitimate in the eyes of a traditional culture, likely increasing participation in formal economic 

practices which contribute to the development of the nation in the global economy. 
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 However, attempts to marginalize or override traditional cultural systems in favor of 

modernity, as in the case of Yemen, likely leads to a sense of divergent goals and disunity 

between the two systems.  The failure of Yemen’s social institutions to actively incorporate the 

traditional cultural system degrades the perceived legitimacy of the modern state in the eyes of 

adherents to the traditional cultural system.  This, in turn, likely either discourages participation 

in formal economic markets or increased the legitimacy of the informal market guaranteed by the 

cultural system. 

 The likelihood of both outcomes requires further investigation in order to be validated, 

but a correlation between unity between tribes and state, in both Yemen and Jordan, corresponds 

to the size of the formal market in each country.  External factors also effect this correlation 

which cannot be ignored; foreign assistance, diplomatic relationships, and military support likely 

play a significant factor as well.  It is also possible that political leadership in each country has a 

greater effect than tribal integration.  Internal and regional conflicts also play a significant role in 

a nation’s development.  These major external factors to the economic development should not 

remain unaddressed.  However, grassroots analysis of any of these major impediments in the 

development and stability of a post-colonial state should be conducted to understand the reasons 

why foreign assistance is success, why political elite can effectively lead and why internal or 

external conflicts are perpetuated.  In many cases, particularly in Jordan and Yemen, elements of 

interaction between traditional cultural systems and modern social institutions remain an 

important element to these factors. 

 The way forward with this line of research specific to Jordan and Yemen entails direct 

observation and ethnography of both the practice of tribal cultures in both countries.  Additional 

observation of the social institutions, particularly institutions which have not been explored 
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through this research or are revealed to be critical points of interaction between tribes and state, 

will also require direct scrutiny.  Although critical analysis of existing research can be effective 

in identifying possible schisms in the integration of traditional cultural systems, no theory can be 

validated without follow-on examination.  Additionally, this research is unable to truly 

understand the informal market systems specific to either the East Bank Jordanian tribes or the 

Yemeni Northern Highland tribes.  Informal markets are opaque by their very nature.  Direct 

observation is absolutely required to understand the degree of dependence and participation in 

informal market systems.  The key gains from critical analysis of existing research is the 

identification of these points of interest to guide costly, if not risky, direct investigation.  

 This type of comparative analysis demands an interdisciplinary approach.  Neither 

Anthropology nor Sociology alone can be used to understand the interplay between the state and 

traditional systems.  Additionally, economic analysis must be used to effectively describe the 

meaning of this relationship in terms of the global economy.  With this in mind, a combined 

methodology should continue to be developed as a tool to gain insight into possible reasons for 

disunity and malintegration of cultural systems either in the Middle East, Southeast Asia, or 

Africa.  Comparative analysis of the relationship between cultural systems and the modern state 

is a productive means of examining deep rooted structural problems in post-colonial 

governments throughout the world.  While this methodology cannot provide answers or even 

definite schism, it can be used to identify seams in the relationship which warrant more direct 

investigation through fieldwork and close scrutiny.  Layered comparative interdisciplinary 

analysis remains an effective starting strategy in understanding why a nation state experiences 

difficulties without ethnocentric bias. 
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